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Entertaining Tips
Makes 6-7 frosty drinks, unless someone has a huge cup! 

A tropical island-themed party in the middle of winter is a 
great way to beat the cold weather blues. Have guests don 

their favorite islandwear, put on some Jimmy, and fire up the 
BALI™ for a little taste of paradise right at home.

BALI™ is the perfect bartender at your next BBQ; load it up 
with ice and ingredients, and guests can serve themselves while 

you’re busy “grilltending.”

Host a BYOM party where each guest brings their favorite 
flavor of margarita mix. You provide the ice and the Frozen 
Concoction Maker®, and let the good times start flowing!

You can even use BALI™ to make virgin daiquiris and piña 
coladas at an island-themed kids’ birthday party or sleepover. 
Kids love watching the Remix Channel™, mix up drinks and 

feel more grown-up serving themselves. 

www.margaritavillecargo.com
For more entertaining ideas and drink recipes, navigate to:
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Mix a batch and join the party with everyone else!

Give your guests the power to pour their 
own thirst-quenching refills on demand. 

It’s like entertaining on auto-pilot!

•  Margaritaville® has taken drink-making  
fun to a whole new level with their first ever fully-
automatic “shave, blend & serve” drink machine.

•  Fluffy, frosty, thinly-shaved ice remains the key  
to concocting restaurant-quality frozen drinks;  
but BALI™ does more than just shave and blend – 
it keeps the party “flowing” by automatically 
refreshing each drink before serving for 
unmatched smoothness and “mixation.”
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The REMIX CHANNELTM keeps drinks 
fresh throughout the entire party (and 
beyond!) by re-blending and refreshing 
drinks right before serving. Talk about 
“smart” concocting!

•  Plus, with a push of the 
lever, BALI™ serves those 
delicious, freshly blended 
libations directly into your 
glass! (No pitcher messes.)

•  Four intelligent pre-
programmed drink cycles 
know exactly how much ice 
is needed, and how long to 
blend, for perfect Ritas, Daiquiris,  
Coladas and Smoothies every time.

•  What’s more, you can choose between a half or full 
chamber drink level. A half chamber will serve 
approximately 30 ounces (3 drinks) and a full chamber 
will serve 60 ounces (6 drinks). 

Let the good times flow!
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